Dynamics of atrial arrhythmias modulated by time-dependent acetylcholine concentration: a simulation study.
The autonomic nervous system modulates atrial activity, notably through acetylcholine (ACh) release. This time-dependent action may alter the dynamics of atrial arrhythmia. Our aim is to investigate in a computer model the changes induced by ACh release and degradation on the dynamical regime of a reentry. A functional reentry was simulated in a 10 × 5 cm(2) two-dimensional tissue with canine atrial membrane kinetics including an ACh-dependent K(+) current. The local ACh concentration was altered over time in a circular region following a predefined spatiotemporal profile (ACh release and degradation) characterized by its maximum ACh level, time constant of release/degradation, and diameter of the region. Phase singularities were tracked to monitor the complexity of the dynamics. Four scenarios were identified: (i) the original reentry remained stable; (ii) repolarization gradients induced by ACh release caused wavebreaks, resulting in a transient complex dynamics that spontaneously converted to a single stable reentry; (iii) the reentry self-terminated through wavebreaks and wavefront interactions; (4) wavebreaks led to a complex dynamics that converted to two or three reentries that remained stable after ACh degradation. Higher ACh level, short ACh release time constant, larger heterogeneous region, and short distance between the heterogeneous region and the spiral tip were associated with higher occurrence of ACh-induced wavebreaks. Variation of ACh concentration over time may modulate the complexity of atrial arrhythmias.